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PlantDemand

PLANT SCHEDULING & FORECASTING MADE EASY
PlantDemand is an easy-to-use online planning and forecasting tool for asphalt, concrete and aggregate plants, to improve efficiency
and productivity. By providing a single source of truth, real-time access, alerts and reports now production and sales teams can gain
insight and make more informed decisions.

Shared live calendar
Sharing an aggregate sales calendar creates a single view of your orders
across the entire team. Eliminate multiple spreadsheets and reduce
unnecessary communication.

Access anywhere, anytime

Early issue reporting

Access performance vs KPIs or
forecast vs. actual production
reports, so you can understand
progress and make more informed
decisions during the shift.

Warning colors help identify plant
overbooking early and empower
sales and production team
customers to work together to
resolve potential issues.
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Other features
Visual order calendar
Understand what your plant must do in seconds on an intuitive
order calendar with optimized order entry.
Customer order portal
Secure, simple, and accurate customer order portal makes
accepting orders easy, and encourages loyalty, while reducing
data entry.
Automated/on-demand reporting
Save time and frustration generating reports in a few clicks –
instead of a few hours, the library of reports creates easy to read,
clear reporting for more informed decisions.

Inventory forecasts
Spot inventory run-outs or surpluses, and help balance cash flow
by knowing what your sales, production, and inventory forecasts
are in only a few clicks.
Optimized for mobile
Access PlantDemand on your web browser, or mobile devices
including smartphones and tablets.
99.9% uptime
Daily backups, secure user logins and data, flexible permissions
management, and round-the-clock user support.

PlantDemand solves million dollar
problems at a very affordable price, and
allows you to schedule like a world class
company should. I would use it whether
I had 2 plants, or 200.
Ben A. – Sales & Estimating

I don’t know what we would do without
it. I wish we had it years ago.
Jeff M. – Plant Superintendent
PlantDemand is a great app, we don’t
know how we lived without it before,
we use it for sales, production, QC
scheduling, shop fueling scheduling
and more. We are pleased with the
help it provides for us, I hope that other
regions are using it too.
Alvaro M. – Plant Manager

It is the one solution we have found
that allows easy calendar viewing for
multiple users with multiple needs. Also
the demand planning reports with the
ability to export to Excel make input and
output forecasting much simpler.
Ross K. – Sales Manager

Software Referral Program
Approved Member

Get up and running in one day
PlantDemand is easy to set up. Most customers can set up their plant on the first
day. Start today to make scheduling simpler, easier and more productive.

Free 30-day trial, then only USD 450/month/plant.
For more information, visit aggregates.trimble.com/plantdemand
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